Three-Dimensional Analysis of Peeled Internal Limiting Membrane Using Focused Ion Beam/Scanning Electron Microscopy
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Introduction

Peeling of the internal limiting membrane (ILM) is a procedure widely applied in surgeries for several macular disorders, such as macular hole (MH), epiretinal membrane (ERM), macular pucker, macular edema, and macular retinoschisis.¹–⁷ ILM peeling can increase the anatomical and functional success rates in surgery for MH, prevent the incidence of ERM recurrences, reduce macular thickness in refractory diffuse diabetic macular edema, and accelerate the improvement of myopic foveoschisis in high myopia.⁷–¹⁰

Anatomical and functional changes induced by ILM peeling have also been reported to be associated with the dissociated optic nerve fiber layer appearance observed during fundus examinations, concentric macular dark spots seen with optical coherence tomography (OCT), and the selective delay of the recovery of the focal macular b-wave in electroretinographic studies.¹¹–¹⁵ Direct evidence of Müller cell damage caused by ILM peeling is revealed by the appearance of cell fragments adhering to the retinal
side of the peeled ILM, which can be observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).\textsuperscript{16–18} Images obtained from the thin TEM sections, however, often fail to interpret the three-dimensional arrangement of the cell fragments. Although imaging using serial sections for TEM is one approach that has been used to overcome this problem, this method is still a lengthy and tedious process.

In 2008 focused ion beam/scanning electron microscopy (FIB/SEM) was introduced for use in analyzing biological specimens.\textsuperscript{19} This device makes it possible to automatically and repeatedly use a constant thickness to mill the surfaces of the specimens, thereby allowing for the capture of the exposed surface by SEM.\textsuperscript{20–22} As the images obtained are comparable to those observed by TEM, these can be used to create a cubic three-dimensional tissue structure with a maximal size of 100 \textmu{}m.\textsuperscript{19}

In this study, we attempted to quantitatively reveal the Müller cell damage caused by ILM peeling by using FIB/SEM to observe the three-dimensional ultrastructure of ILM obtained during surgery for idiopathic ERM and idiopathic MH. Furthermore, we also reevaluated the difference of the thicknesses for the peeled ILM, the number of the adhered cell fragments on the retinal surface of the ILM, and the volume of the cell fragments.

### Materials and Methods

#### Patients

This study was carried out after providing an explanation of the benefit and the risk of the surgery, including the ILM peeling, to all of the participants. Informed consent was obtained from all of the patients after they read and signed the document that provided information on the collection of peeled ILM and its use for this research project. This research adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the Human Studies Committee of Hayashi Eye Hospital.

A total of 40 eyes of 40 patients recruited for the study underwent vitrectomy for the treatment of idiopathic MH or idiopathic ERM between January and July 2015. A total of 10 ILM specimens were collected from the MH group, and 30 specimens were collected from the ERM group. We then randomly selected six specimens from each of the two groups for analysis in the study. Clinical information for the patients was as shown in the Table. Briefly, the MH group consisted of three males and three females, with an average age of 65.8 ± 4.2 years. The MH was classified as stage 2 in three patients and stage 3 in the remaining three patients. Fundus and OCT examinations showed that none of these six patients exhibited any ERM formation on the retinal surface. The ERM group consisted of three males and three females, with an average age of 66.8 ± 6.5 years. Fundus examination showed that all patients exhibited apparent ERM, with the OCT revealing that the foveal thickness was more than 350 \textmu{}m.

Surgeries were performed as follows. All patients underwent phacoemulsification and aspiration followed by the implantation of an intraocular lens. Subsequently, we then performed vitrectomy with a 25-gauge trocar system. After the core vitrectomy, artificial posterior vitreous detachment (PVD) was induced if PVD was not present. The peripheral vitrectomy was conducted under a wide-angle viewing system. After the application of brilliant blue G, ILM peeling was started from the area temporal to the macula, with the layer peeled away in a sheet that was two disc diameters in size.\textsuperscript{23} In the ERM cases, both the ERM and the ILM were peeled together as one sheet (Figs. 1A, 1B). In the MH cases, after completion of ILM peeling, fluid–air exchange and air tamponade were then performed.

#### Specimen Preparation

Within 15 minutes after the ILM peeling, all specimens were immersion fixed in a mixture of 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 2% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) for at least 2 hours and then stored for further preparation. The specimens were prepared as previously described.\textsuperscript{24–26} Briefly, after washing five times with the cacodylate buffer, the specimens were postfixied for 30 minutes in a solution containing 2% osmium tetroxide and 1.5% potassium ferrocyanide in the cacodylate buffer at 4°C. The specimens were then washed five times with distilled water and immersed in 1% thiocarbohydrazide solution for 30 minutes. After washing with distilled water five times, the specimens were further immersed in 2% osmium tetroxide in distilled water and then washed five times with distilled water. Subsequently, after the specimens were en bloc stained in a solution of 4% uranyl acetate solution overnight for contrast enhancement, they were washed with distilled water. Specimens were further stained by Walton’s lead aspartate solution for 1 hour.\textsuperscript{27} After the staining, all specimens were dehydrated in an ethanol series, followed by infiltration of
epoxy resin (Epon 812; TAAB Laboratories Equipment Ltd., Berkshire, UK) mixture, and polymerized for 72 hours at 60°C (Fig. 1C). The surface of the embedded specimens was exposed using a diamond knife on an Ultracut E microtome (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). The resin blocks were then placed on the standard SEM microscope specimen holder for SEM imaging. The entire area of the specimens was divided into four quadrants, and we chose one area randomly in each quadrant for observation and quantitative analysis (Fig. 1C).

**FIB/SEM Tomography and Three-Dimensional Structure Reconstruction**

The exposed surface of the specimens was examined by backscatter electron imaging using a conventional field emission SEM with FIB (Quanta Three-Dimensional FEG; FEI, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Serial images of the block face were acquired by repeated cycles of the milling and imaging of the surface using the Slice and View G2 operating software (FEI). Milling was performed with a gallium ion beam at 30 kV with a current of 15 nA. The milling pitch was set to 50 nm/step and 800 cycles. The images were acquired at a landing energy of 3 keV with a bias voltage of 1.5 kV. The resultant image stack was 25 × 35 × 40 μm of the block size and was processed using the ImageJ software (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; provided in the public domain by the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) and Amira software (v6.0.1; FEI Visualization Science Group, Burlington, MA). The ILM and the cell fragments were segmented semiautomatically in order to create the three-dimensional structures for observation. Subsequently, the outlined ILM and the cell fragments were visualized and displayed.

**Table.** Patient Clinical Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>MH (n = 6)</th>
<th>ERM (n = 6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender, male/female</td>
<td>3:3</td>
<td>3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>65.6 ± 5.4</td>
<td>69.5 ± 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage of MH, 2:3:4</td>
<td>3:3:0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative foveal thickness, μm</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>453.3 ± 41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative foveal thickness, μm</td>
<td>288.6 ± 22.1</td>
<td>338.3 ± 28.8(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative visual acuity, logMAR</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative visual acuity, logMAR</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.12(^b)</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.06(^c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) P = 0.001 compared with preoperative foveal thickness.

\(^b\) P = 0.004 compared with preoperative visual acuity.

\(^c\) P = 0.003 compared with preoperative visual acuity.

---

**Figure 1.** Intraoperative findings and the embedded specimen. (A, B) After the application of brilliant blue G, ILM peeling with the ERM was performed as one sheet. (C) ILM was embedded as a whole mount in epoxy resin. The entire area of the specimen was then divided into four quadrants (dotted lines), with one area in each quadrant chosen for analysis.
Measurement and Statistical Analysis

The ILM thickness for each of the specimens was measured and calculated as the mean from 20 randomly selected regions. The number of cell fragments adhering to the ILM, which was defined as the number of the cell fragments per unit area of ILM that was 100 μm² in size, was counted and computed in four areas of each of the specimens as described above. The total volume of cell fragments per unit area of ILM that was 100 μm² in size was also measured in four areas of each of the specimens. The mean cell fragment volume was calculated as the total volume of the cell fragments divided by the number of cell fragments in each of the specimens.

In both the ERM and the MH groups, patient age, ILM thickness, the number of cell fragments per unit area of the ILM, the total volume of cell fragments per unit area of ILM, and the mean cell fragment volume are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. The statistical significance of the differences was analyzed by means of a paired t-test between the pre- and postoperative visual acuity in both groups and the pre- and postoperative foveal thickness in the ERM group. An unpaired t-test was used to analyze the ILM thickness and the mean cell fragment volume between the two groups, whereas the Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyze the number of cell fragments per unit area of the ILM and the total volume of the cell fragments per unit area of the ILM between the two groups. All calculations were performed using Prism 7 for Mac OS X (version 7.0b; GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA), with P values less than 0.05 considered significant.

Results

All six of the MH group patients showed closure of the MH after the surgery, with the visual acuity improving significantly from a logMAR of 0.49 ± 0.19 to 0.12 ± 0.12 at 12 months after the surgery (P = 0.004, paired t-test; Table). The ILM obtained during surgery for MH showed homogenous dense reticular membranous tissue in the observed sections (Figs. 2A, 2B). At the vitreal side of the ILM, the surface was smooth, without any apparent cellular components. In contrast, on the retinal side, which was characterized by an undulated surface, small, round fragments of cells were seen in all specimens.

The three-dimensional view, which was created by segmentation of the ILM and the cell fragments, revealed the presence of a smooth surface on the vitreal side of the ILM (Fig. 2C). However, the numerous cell fragments varied from round to stellate in shape and were scattered on the retinal surface of the ILM (Fig. 2D). No specialized structure, such as neurotubules or neurofilaments, was detected inside the cell fragments. The mean ILM thickness was 2.69 ± 0.31 μm. The number of cell fragments per unit area of ILM was 5.07 ± 1.03/100 μm². The total volume of cell fragments per unit area of ILM was 3.54 ± 1.24 μm³/100 μm². The mean volume of the cell fragment was 0.70 ± 0.20 μm³.

All six of the ERM group patients exhibited a significant decrease in the macular thickness from 453.3 ± 41.6 to 338.3 ± 28.8 μm, and a significant improvement in the visual acuity from a logMAR of 0.27 ± 0.10 to 0.06 ± 0.06 at 12 months after the surgery (P = 0.001 and P = 0.003, respectively, paired t-test; Table). Similar to the ILM observed in the MH group, the ILM in the ERM group also presented with homogenous dense membranous tissue in the observed sections (Figs. 3A, 3B). Although fibrous and cellular components of ERM adhered at the vitreal side of the ILM, the smooth surface of the ILM distinguished it from the ERM (Fig. 3B). The retinal surface of the ILM exhibited numerous undulations of the ILM and the adherence of cell fragments (Figs. 3A, 3B). In the three-dimensional view, the vitreal surface of the ILM beneath the ERM exhibited a smooth surface (Fig. 3C). On the retinal surface of the ILM, there were numerous cell fragments present that varied in shape from round to stellate (Fig. 3D). Large cell bodies with sizes ranging from 4.6 to 6.2 μm in diameter were found in three out of the 24 observed areas in the six ERM group specimens (Fig. 4). Mean ILM thickness in the ERM group was 3.07 ± 0.21 μm, which was significantly thicker than that observed in the MH group (P = 0.030, unpaired t-test). The number of cell fragments per unit area of ILM was 12.85 ± 3.45/100 μm². The total volume of the cell fragments per unit area of ILM was 28.8 ± 5.45 μm³. Both of these values were significantly higher than those found in the MH group (P = 0.0024 and P = 0.0022, respectively, Mann-Whitney U test). The mean volume of the cell fragment was 0.37 ± 0.10 μm³, which did not differ from that in the MH group (P = 0.245, unpaired t-test).

Discussion

Although previous TEM studies have demonstrated the appearance of cell fragments on the peeled
ILM, it has been difficult to interpret the entire shape of the cell fragments and quantitatively analyze them by sections.\textsuperscript{16,17,28–33} Steel et al.\textsuperscript{34} demonstrated quantifying the amount of the cell debris on the surface of the ILM by using the method of superimposing a grid of lines on the image. Our present study demonstrated that FIB/SEM was able to determine three-dimensional images of the ILM and the adhering cell fragments, thereby making it possible to perform a quantitative analysis.

For all of the specimens from the MH group in this study, the surface at the vitreal side of the ILM was smooth without any apparent cellular components. This was in contrast to the fibrous and cellular components of the ERM that adhered to the vitreal side of the ILM in the ERM group. Based on the OCT findings, we carefully selected the patients with MH, all of whom were stage 2 or 3 without apparent ERM. In fact, the brilliant blue G staining pattern observed during the surgery was uniform in all of the patients, which indicated that the vitreous had been completely removed by the artificial separation of the posterior vitreous during the vitrectomy.\textsuperscript{34,35}

In contrast, all of the specimens from both the MH and ERM groups showed cell fragments on the retinal side of the ILM. Furthermore, our results also revealed that peeled ILM in the ERM group exhibited a greater number of cell fragments adhered to the ILM compared to that in the MH group. It is likely that the cell fragments on the ILM were undoubtedly caused by mechanical trauma. However, as hypothesized in a previous report, the observed difference between these two groups might be due to alterations of cell–cell or cell–substrate attachments or due to changes of the retinal surface structure from a smooth surface to a folded surface in ERM.\textsuperscript{33} In fact, the thicker ILM observed in the ERM group might be

**Figure 2.** Serial sections and three-dimensional reconstruction of the ILM obtained during surgery for MH. (A, B) Serial sections of the ILM. Round cell fragments adhered to the ILM (arrows). Scale bar: 2 \(\mu\)m. (C) Three-dimensional view of the vitreal side of the ILM. Note the smooth surface. (D) Three-dimensional view of the retinal side of the ILM. Round cell fragments were observed. Red, cell fragments; green, ILM.
indicative of an increased content of extracellular matrices, as has been described in ERM or diabetic maculopathy.\textsuperscript{31,35} It was not possible to detect the specific extracellular matrices, such as elastin fibers, in the specimens in this study.

Chen et al.\textsuperscript{13} reported that while inner nuclear layer microcysts were frequently induced shortly after surgery in ERM patients, which included both ERM and ILM peeling, this retinal change was rarely observed in the MH patients after surgery. Thus, these authors hypothesized that the inner nuclear layer microcysts may result from impaired Müller cell functioning or cell degeneration in the inner nuclear layer secondary to the mechanical stretching of the retina by the more severe, acute form of ERM and the surgery itself. Our present study demonstrated that ILM peeling in the ERM patients resulted in more severe inner retinal damage. Therefore, both the indication for and the technique of the ILM peeling in the ERM patients should be carefully considered prior to performing the procedure.

One possible strategy for reducing the mechanical retinal trauma associated with the ILM peeling might be to use a pharmacologic agent that causes loosening of the ILM and the underlying cells. In fact, an ultrastructural study of ILM peeling following an injection of the recombinant truncated form of the human serine protease plasmin, ocriplasmin, has revealed that there was no retinal cell debris or cell fragments on the retinal side of the ILM.\textsuperscript{32} In contrast, Steel et al.\textsuperscript{36} reported that the ILM removed during vitrectomy after ocriplasmin treatment did not show any changes compared with that found for the untreated control. They speculated that it is possible that even if disrupted by ocriplasmin, the adhesion molecules could have reformed by the time of the actual vitrectomy surgery.

Figure 3. Serial sections and three-dimensional reconstruction of the ILM obtained during surgery for ERM. (A, B) Serial sections of the ILM. Numerous cell fragments adhered to the ILM (arrows). Scale bar: 2 \mu m. (C) Three-dimensional view of the vitreal side of the ILM. Note the smooth surface. ERM is omitted in the three-dimensional view. (D) Three-dimensional view of the retinal side of the ILM. Variously shaped cell fragments were observed. Red, cell fragments; green, ILM.
Another feasible strategy for reducing the retinal trauma by ILM peeling is through the use of ILM abrasion with a diamond-dusted membrane scraper. This technique avoids the complete removal of the retinal ILM basement membrane and subjacent tissues. Results for this procedure appear to provide MH closure rates similar to those found for traditional ILM peeling.35,37

There were several limitations for our current study. First, even though there was a statistical difference between the MH and ERM groups, only a small number of specimens were investigated in our study. Second, it was not possible to definitively determine the origin of the cell fragments that were adhering to the ILM. This was especially the case for the difference in the cell type between the groups. Although most of the cell fragments indicate Müller cell origin, the presence of other glial or neural cells could not be ruled out, even though we could not detect any obvious structure of neurotubules or neurofilaments that indicated the nerve fiber layer.

Further investigations will need to be undertaken in order to clarify the effects of the ILM peeling on other macular diseases, such as macular edema, macular retinoschisis, or macular pucker. In addition, the procedural differences in the ILM peeling during surgery, such as the peeling speed or the type of dye used, will also need to be investigated.

In conclusion, the present results that showed that all of the ILM obtained during surgery exhibited cell fragments may indicate that ILM peeling led to retinal damage during the surgery. The actual degree of the damage could differ and be dependent on the underlying macular diseases. Compared to MH, ILM peeling for ERM might be associated with a higher risk of retinal damage.

Figure 4. Another example of the serial sections and three-dimensional reconstruction of the ILM for ERM. (A, B) Serial sections of the ILM. Numerous cell fragments adhered to the ILM (arrows). Scale bar: 2 μm. (C) Three-dimensional view of the vitreal side of the ERM and ILM. Note the ERM attached to the ILM. (D) Three-dimensional view of the retinal side of the ILM. Various cell fragment shapes were observed. Note the cell body on the ILM. Red, cell fragments; green, ILM; yellow, ERM.
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